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AMBASSADOR OF ITALY TO THE KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA 

Dear Visitor,

I wish to warmly welcome you to the 2024 Big 5 

Saudi fair and in particular to the Italian Pavilions, 

located respectively in the areas dedicated to 

i) Stone & Surface, ii) Heating, Ventilation & Air 

Conditioning (HVAC) and iii) Construct. 

Italy has traditionally been one of the most 

represented countries at Big 5 Saudi, which attracts 

thousands of international companies from all over 

the world. This year nearly 100 Italian companies 

will attend this globally-recognized construction 

fair, exposing state-of-the-art technologies and very 

high quality products.

The Italian industry is well-placed in many 

construction products, notably marbles, granites 

and natural stones, as well as machineries and 

complete plants to quarry and process natural 

stones. With respect to the HVAC sector, our 

companies are well-known for their historical 

tradition of design, style and technological 

innovation. In the field of construction, a growing 
number of Italian SMEs are working hand in hand 

with hundreds of Saudi business partners on a wide 

array of projects, thus contributing every day to the 

Kingdom’s impressive urban, housing and 

construction projects.

Over time, Italy has indeed become a key partner 

for Saudi Arabia’s strategic investments under 

Vision 2030. Top Italian companies stand as major 

implementers of milestone initiatives, such as the 

development of the Diriyah Gate in Riyadh, Red Sea 

Global project, Al Ula’s Master Plan and ultimately 

the smart-city of NEOM. 

Saudi Arabia is therefore Italy’s main economic 

partner in the Middle East and North Africa region 

and construction projects are among the most 

promising and steadily-growing areas of business. 

Building on past experience and sound knowledge 

of the Saudi market, Italian companies are willing 

to further contribute to upcoming projects in the 

Kingdom, as laid out in the Vision Realization 

Program for Housing. 

The Embassy of Italy in Riyadh, the Consulate 

General in Jeddah and the Italian Trade Promotion 

Agency in Riyadh stand therefore ready to support 

Saudi businesses in dealing with their Italian 

counterparts with a view to 

achieving mutually and long-

standing beneficial results.Enjoy 

your visit at the 2024 Big 5 Saudi 

fair!

ROBERTO CANTONE

Ambassador of Italy to the 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
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Romano Baruzzi

Trade Commissioner

Italian Trade Agency 

Riyadh Office

DIRECTOR ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY 

Dear Visitor,  

I am very glad to welcome you on behalf of the Italian 

Trade Agency to the Italian Pavilions at the Big 5 

Saudi Exhibition - Stone & Surface Pavilion, where 

you can meet 57 Italian companies dedicated to the 

stone industry, HVAC  R Expo Saudi Pavilion, where 

you have the chance to meet with over 21 exhibitors, 

representing high quality products and technologies 

and third Pavilion – where you can meet 19 Italian 

companies dedicated to construction, road and 

earthmoving machinery, mining Machinery, quarry, 

construction site, machines and lifting equipment e 

movement.

Italian industry is leader worldwide in many 

products in the construction sector – and in 

particular, regarding the Big 5 Saudi, in marbles, 

granites and natural stones, machinery, complete 

plants, tools and complementary products to quarry 

and processing natural stones, and in HVAC sector 

- and is well known for its skills in satisfying the 

specific needs of its clients and partners, thanks 
to a historical tradition of craftmanship, style, 

innovation and research.

The Italian Trade Agency - that has organized the 

participation of the Italian companies at the Big 

5 Saudi in collaboration with the two important  

manufacturers associations Confindustria 
Marmomacchine, UNACEA and ANIMA 

Confindustria Meccanica Varia,  with a network 
of offices in more than seventy countries, is the 
government agency that supports the business 

development of Italian companies abroad and 

promotes their collaboration with foreign partners.   

You are therefore welcome to our Pavilions, and 

please don’t hesitate to ask for the assistance of our 

staff, who will be glad to introduce you to the Italian 

companies and support you in finding an Italian 
partner matching your business needs. 
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ITA - ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY 

L’ICE-Agenzia per la promozione all’estero e 

l’internazionalizzazione delle imprese italiane è 

l’organismo attraverso cui il Governo favorisce 

il consolidamento e lo sviluppo economico-

commerciale delle nostre imprese sui mercati esteri.

Agisce, inoltre, quale soggetto incaricato di 

promuovere l’attrazione degli investimenti esteri in 

Italia.

Con una organizzazione dinamica motivata e moderna 

e una diffusa rete di uffici all’estero, l’ICE svolge 
attività di informazione, assistenza, consulenza, 

promozione e formazione alle piccole e medie imprese 

italiane. Grazie all’utilizzo dei più moderni strumenti di 

promozione e di comunicazione multicanale, agisce 

per affermare le eccellenze del Made in Italy nel 

mondo.

ITA - Italian Trade Agency is the Governmental agency 

that supports the business development of our 

companies abroad and promotes the attraction of 

foreign investment in Italy.

With a motivated and modern organization and a 

widespread network of overseas offices, ITA provides 
information, assistance, consulting, promotion and 

training to Italian small and medium-sized businesses. 

Using the most modern multi-channel promotion and 

communication tools, it acts to assert the excellence 

of Made in Italy in the world.

 Via Liszt 21 | 00144 Roma, 

RM - Italy

 0044 (0) 20 7292 3910  

  londra@ice.it | 

 www.ice.it | 

 madeinitaly.gov.it
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CONFINDUSTRIA MARMOMACCHINE

The Italian MARMOMACCHINE Association - briefly, 

CONFINDUSTRIA MARMOMACCHINE - is the 

Italian Association of Producers and Processors of 

Marbles, Granites and Natural Stones in general, and 

of Manufacturers of Machinery, Complete Plants, 

Tools and Complementary Products to quarry and 

processing Natural Stones. 

The more than 350 companies and territorial 

consortia belonging to CONFINDUSTRIA 

MARMOMACCHINE, located in all the major Italian 

production districts, guarantee the association 

broad representation, in Italy and worldwide, 

as well as a role as sole sector interlocutor with 

ministries, ITA-Italian Trade Agency, Confindustria, 

standardization boards like UNI and CEN, labor 

unions, universities and polytechnics, Italian and 

foreign federations and associations, Tradefairs in 

Italy and around the world.  

The association has always engaged in intense 

technical job training in Italy and abroad, organizing, 

managing and creating highly specialized 

educational programs and technological centers in 

various parts of the world, with the involvement of 

local governments, institutions and associations.

ASSOCIAZIONE ITALIANA MARMOMACCHINE

 C.so Sempione, 30 | 20154 Milano (MI) Italy 

 +39 02 315360  

 info@assomarmomacchine.com 

 www.assomarmomacchine.com
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ITALIAN COMPANIES
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ABRA IRIDE SPA

BOOTH 5H35

 Via Ermenegildo Minato, 28, 31039, Riese Pio X, Treviso

 (+39) 0423453737

 dalbello@abrairide.com

 www.abrairide.com

Abra Iride is renowned for its unmatched performance and reliability in 

stone processing abrasives and tools, specifi cally designed for marble, 
granite, quartz, and dedicated tools for fabricators.

The never ending development has resulted in reliable abrasive 

products, including patented innovations. Our distinctive color-coded 

system, reminiscent of rainbows, sets us apart in design and serves to 

differentiate grane and hardness.

Headquartered in Italy, near Venice, Abra Iride maintains a global 

presence with branches in USA and India (Bangalore, Karnataka). 

We’ve also established robust partnerships with machine producers, 

ensuring swift supply and global technical assistance.
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ANDREA VALSEGA - INDIAM 

ISABRASIVI

BOOTH 5 E36

 Via Antica Massa 27, 54033, Carrara, Massa Carrara

 (+39) 0585852811

 info@isabrasivi.it

 www.isabrasivi.com

Andrea Valsega is an Italian company based in Carrara, specialized 

in the production of tools and materials for stone processing, serving 

both natural and synthetic stone sectors.

With a rich history and a diverse focus on the industry, Andrea Valsega 

brings a wealth of experience and expertise to the market. The company 

offers a wide range of tools and materials for stone processing, from 

diamond tools to abrasives, mastics, and waxes.

It is specialized in producing tools for stone processing, with the 

INDIAM brand representing its line of diamond tools, and ISABRASIVI 

representing its line of abrasives, mastics, and waxes. Andrea Valsega 

is a key player in providing high-quality products for stone processing, 

catering to the industry’s needs with its specialized offerings.
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BELLINZONI

BOOTH 5D36

 Via Mezzano 64, 28069, Trecate, Novara

 (+39) 0321770558

 rv@bellinzoni.com

 www.bellinzoni.com

The company Bellinzoni, founded in 1937 in Milan (Italy), immediately 

stood out for research and development of innovative products with 

high quality profi le.

Starting from the fi rst product, “Special Preparation for Polishing”, 
still on the market, the Company has come to more than 100 currently 

available products, all dedicated to the protection, polishing, fi lling and 
maintenance of marble, granite, stone, terracotta, ceramics, metals 

and plastics. The presence on the relevant markets continued in quick 

steps, the Company established itself primarily in Italy and in Europe, 

up to today in over 80 countries worldwide thanks to its distribution 

network.
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CO.ME.S. SRL

BOOTH 5G35

 Via Dante Alighieri 43/45/47, 56012, Calcinaia, Pisa

 (+39) 3465308792

 commerciale@comesitaly.com

 www.comesitaly.com

CO.ME.S., established in 1961, is a company specialized in the 

production of polishing machines for marble, granite, and engineered 

quartz, along with complete slabs handling equipment.

Notoriously, CO.ME.S. is also the leading producer worldwide of 

polishing and calibrating heads for granite, engineered stone, and 

ceramics.
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DONATONI MACCHINE

BOOTH 5H39

 Via Napoleone, 14 - Fraz. Domegliara, 37015, Verona, Verona

 (+39) 04546862548

 info@donatonimacchine.eu

 www.donatonigroup.com

Originally founded in 1959, Donatoni Macchine now has well over 50 

years’ experience in the manufacture of cutting-edge technologies for 

the processing of marble and natural stone. 

Its products, the reliability and expertise of its staff, the close 

relationship built with its customers and its specialist servicing have 

made Donatoni a recognized brand, synonymous with quality, service 

and innovation. Donatoni Macchine is a young and dynamic company, 

oriented towards continuous innovation and improvement.

All the machines already installed throughout the world are the result 

of a relentless commitment over the years which still continues today 

with the latest generation.
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FRACCAROLI E BALZAN 

BOOTH 5F32

 Via Ospedaletto, 113, 37026, Pescantina, Verona

 (+39) 0456767309

 federico.fraccaroli@fraccarolibalzan.it

 www.fraccarolibalzan.it

FRACCAROLI & BALZAN S.p.A. World-Wide leader in Waste Water 

Treatment and Slurry Dewatering Plants – Filterpresses, since 1969.

The Company mission is to develop new and sophisticated technologies 

for the treatment and recycling of the waste water from industrial 

processing, for slurry dewatering and disposal and filter press. 

Research, innovation, reliability, dynamism, dedication to customers: 

these are the qualities which brought Fraccaroli e Balzan S.p.A., during 

its more than 50 years of activity, to the leading position in the field of 
waste water treatment facilities. The waste water treatment and mud 

dehydration plants can be installed in the following sectors : STONE, 

CONCRETE, AGGREGATES, TUNNELING, CERAMIC, GLASS, CEMENT, 

MINING , TERRAZZO TILES  etc.   
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GASPARI MENOTTI TECHNOLOGIES

BOOTH 5H36

 Via Lottizzazione 25, 54100, Massa, Massa Carrara

 (+39) 0585 645533

 giorgio.bignone@gasparimenotti.com

 www.gasparimenotti.com

Gaspari Menotti Technologies is an Italian Company founded in 1956 

in Carrara and has its headquarters and facilities in the area, known as 

the world center for marble and granite. 

With over 65 years of experience, the company ranks among the world’s 

leading manufacturers of stone processing machines. 

Gaspari range of products includes single, double and multi-wire 

machines, multi-blade gang-saws and slab polishing lines with 

accessories.

Gaspari Menotti stands out for its advanced technology and original 

design with proven reliability and effi  ciency to meet the most 
demanding market requirements.

Experience, quality, investments in latest technologies and human 

resources have enabled Gaspari Menotti to continue its leadership in 

the market.
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GENERAL ABRASIVI

BOOTH 5F30

 Vle G. Galilei 36/B, 54033, Carrara, Massa Carrara

 (+39) 0585833391

 luigi.buonpensiere@generalabrasivi.com

 www.generalabrasivi.com

General Abrasivi Snc was founded in 1993 in the Apuo-Versilian 

area thanks to the intuition of the two founders: Mr. Sarti and Mr. 

Angelini. The Company makes the skills grow; first at local and then 
at national levels, with a small range of materials for the production 

of abrasive wheels. In November 2005 the company was taken over 

by Mr. Massimiliano Pasqualini who, thanks to his long experience 

gained in the foreign markets in which he worked until 1990, leads 

General Abrasivi S.r.l. abroad. The Company began working with 

foreign Companies increasing its workload and acquiring some leading 

Company in the market. As a result of a great growth General Abrasivi 

established its headquarter in Carrara starting to meet the needs of 

all its customers. The great range of products arising from some new 

exclusive collaborations leads G.A. to develop new industrial sectors 

keeping its professional growt. Proudly, today G.A. includes among its 

exclusive partners some very important companies such as Grecian 

Magnesite S.A., SAINT-GOBAIN,  Schüssler Novachem, Dead Sea 

Works, Runbao Superabrasives, Pessina Acciai.

chemical products

raw materials for abrasive and polishing production
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GMM S.P.A

BOOTH 5G36

 Via Nuova, 155, 28883, Gravellona Toce, Verbano Cusio Ossola

 (+39) 0323849711

 a.pagani@gmm.it

 www.gmm.it

GMM S.p.A is a world leader in the design and production of machines 

for cutting, polishing and processing natural stone, as well as synthetic 

materials. Founded in 1993, GMM opened several international 

branches and production sites, integrating its product range through 

the acquisition of Techni Waterjet (an Australian company specializing 

in waterjet cutting machines) and Bavelloni SpA (an Italian company 

that mainly provides technologies and services for glass processing). 

Today the GMM Group is a global brand, which thanks to the synergy 

between the three Business Units (Stone, Glass and Fabrication 

Materials) can provide a complete range of machinery for sector 

laboratories, linked to interior and exterior design.
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HG HYPER GRINDER

BOOTH 5J40

 Via Ragazzi del '99 , 65123, Pescara, Pescara

 (+39) 085 9218160

 info@hypergrinder.com

 www.hypergrinder.com

HG HYPER GRINDER provides advanced floor and surface treatment 
solutions, backed by 30 years of industry expertise. Specializing in floor 
grinders, polishers, and vacuum systems, the company emphasizes 

eco-friendly practices and efficient design. Its innovative equipment, 
including the AUTODRIVE and Hyper Commander systems, offers 

robust performance and ease of use, ensuring optimal results.

The HYPERVAK series ensures clean operations with advanced dust 

extraction, while the versatile single-disc machines cater to diverse 

surface treatments. With high-performance tools and chemical 

products, HG HYPER GRINDER stands as a comprehensive provider for 

surface preparation and finishing.
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ITALDIAMANT S.P.A.

BOOTH 5F39

 Via Montello 34, 36034, Malo, Vicenza

 (+39) 0445 580750

 info@italdiamant.com

 www.italdiamant.com

Since 1976 we have been on the cutting edge, literally, of the production 

of diamond tools for all processing of natural stone, marble, granite, 

engineered stone, ceramic and porcelain gres.

We export more than 80% of our production worldwide and provide a 

high level of “on-site” service and maintenance through branches and 
sales offices in Europe, the United States, Asia and the Middle East.

We take care of the transportation and installation of our products, and 

check their operation ensuring immediate operation.

Our values:

•        continuous research activity

•        technological innovation

•        respect for the environment

•        high degree of customization

•        staff experience

•        quality of products

•        production Made in Italy
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KEMISTONE SRL

BOOTH 5J31

 Via Della Liberta’, 44, 31050, Ponzano Veneto, Treviso

 (+39) 344 0637334

 export@kemistone.eu

 www.kemistone.eu

Kemistone is a company that produces and commercializes chemical 

products expressly issued to solve the problems concerning different 

types of stone materials, used in both the construction industry and in 

interior design.

All products have a very high quality standard, as the raw materials 

of which they are made up come from a strict selection as result of 

a continuous and accurate research. Besides, these products are 

expressly studied and realized for cleaning, treatment, stabilization of 

surfaces in natural stones and building materials.
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MARMO MECCANICA

BOOTH 5H32

 Via Sant’Ubaldo 20, 60030, Monsano, Ancona

 (+39) 073160999

 a.amagliani@marmomeccanica.com

 www.marmomeccanica.com

Founded in 1973, Marmo Meccanica design and manufacture linear 

edge polishers and bridge saws for marble, granite, natural and 

synthetic stone, and ceramic materials. The specialization in these two 

segments of machinery and the customization-oriented philosophy 

guarantee technologically advanced machines, constantly updated 

and tailored to the customer’s needs.

Born from the fusion between a granite shop and a mechianical 

workshop, Marmo Meccanica’s goal is to give customers tools that 

create value for their business: profitable, reliable, long-lasting, easy to 
use and maintain. This is why Marmo Meccanica have always pursued 

the idea of smart and anti-complication technological solutions: 

because simplicity is the basis of efficiency.
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MATEC INDUSTRIES

BOOTH 5J33

 Corso Venezia 36, 20121, Milano, Milano

 (+39) 0585 8365

 matec@matecindustries.com

 www.matecindustries.com

Matec Industries S.r.l. designs and manufactures complete plants for 

crushing, screening & washing of sands & aggregates and wastewater 

purification & filtration solutions in many sectors, the most important 
of which are: coal, iron-ore, aggregates, gravel, sand, stone, concrete, 

ceramic, glass. 

Matec’s objective is the complete customer satisfaction, guaranteeing 

a fast after-sale service,

but also pre-sale consultancy service, to accurately identify the real 

needs of potential customers.

Our group is a big family with different Brands: 

Matec machinery technology for filter presses

Matec Washing for washing & screening plants

Maxtec for crushing mobile units

Alfa Pompe for every kind of pump (vertical, submersible, horizontal, 

centrifugal and more)

Any problem you have, we can solve it.
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OMAG SPA

BOOTH 5H40

 Via Stezzano 31, 24050, Zanica, Bergamo

 (+39) 035670070

 info@omagspa.it

 www.omagspa.it

OMAG SPA, founded in 1979 by Angelo Albani has reached its second 

generation continuing with the development of an international 

company combining the past, present and future.

Omag Spa is one of the industry leaders in the production of machine 

tools for processing marble, natural stone, quartzites, glass and 

ceramics.

The recognized leadership in the sector is a position of merit due to a 

company concept that OMAG has set itself since the beginning of its 

industrial path
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PEDRINI

BOOTH 5F33

 Via Delle Fusine, 1, 24060, Carobbio Degli Angeli, Bergamo

 (+39) 0354259111

 marketing@pedrini.it

 www.pedrini.it

We manufacture plants and machines for all phases of natural stone 

processing - FROM CUTTING TO POLISHING, FROM RESINING 

TO FINISHING - which ensure precision, reliability and production 

efficiency.

We are able to quickly respond to customer needs, studying new 

processing solutions with the utmost respect for the raw material, 

thanks to a HIGH LEVEL OF SPECIALIZATION AND TECHNICAL 

EXPERTISE and continuous investments in research and development.

Our sales structure has 8 area managers and 60 agents engaged all 

over the world to constantly assure consultancy, technical-commercial 

assistance and after-sales service.

A high efficiency group which nowadays counts 120 employees on a 
covered area of over 30.000 m2.
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PELLEGRINI MECCANICA

BOOTH 5H44

 Viale Delle Nazioni 8, 37135, Verona, Verona

 (+39) 0458203666

 info@pellegrini.net

 www.pellegrini.net

Since 1951, Pellegrini Meccanica designs, builds and commercializes 

technologically advanced machines for each phase of natural stone 

processing cycle. Our long tradition combined with the unique skills 

of our team have made Pellegrini a world-class brand known as 

“The Stone Master”. Our offer range is technologically advanced and 
extremely wide: it comprises machines for quarry, diamond wire cutting 

and profi ling, as well as lifting and handling machines, full service lines 
for slab surface processing and machines for the processing and 

treatment of stone and cement.

the stone master
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PROMETEC

BOOTH 5K49

 Via Dorsale 13, 54100, Massa, Massa Carrara

 (+39) 058579681

 info@prometec.it

 www.prometec.it

Prometec is a design, construction and commissioning company of 

complete and highly customized lines for the processing of natural and 

artificial stones and satisfies the wishes of each customer since 1981 
thanks to its great innovation and creativity and can fully be included 

among the best companies in the world in the construction of:

• customized resin lines for slabs;

• mastic filling lines
• reinforcing systems for defective blocks

• polishing line for marble and granite

• automatic slabs loading, unloading and handling systems;

• any kind of automation including automatic slabs storage and 

transfer systems;

• integration, coordination and assumption of responsibility in 

project that includes different suppliers

Continuous technological innovation and our flexibility in solving our 
customers' problems represent our way of working and make Prometec 

one of the best automation companies in the world.
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PRUSSIANI ENGINEERING

BOOTH 5I32

 Via Luigi Galvani, 16, 24061, Albano Sant’Alessandro, Bergamo

 (+39) 035581444

 salesdept@prussiani.com

 www.prussiani.com

Prussiani Engineering is an Italian company that has been producing 

since 1991 high quality CNC machines for the processing of marble, 

granite, stone and porcelain.

The range includes: bridge saw patented with “CUT&MOVE” system, 
milling machines up to 7 interpolated axes, combinated machines 

CUT&JET&POLISHING, working centers, waterjets, polishing machines 

for slabs, lathes and automatic loaders with suction cups.

The machines are covered by warranty from 3 to 5 years and the after-

sales is guaranteed by specialized technicians.
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SIMEC SPA

BOOTH 5 E33

 Via Enrico Fermi 4, 31030, Castello Di Godego, Treviso

 (+39) 04237351

 info@simec.it

 www.simec.it

SIMEC is present in the natural stone, ceramic and composite stone 

processing technology sector, manufacturing machinery and complete 

plants which have been appreciated all over the world for their quality, 

for more than fifty years. With 28000 square metres of covered 
production areas, SIMEC can boast the highest level of added value 

guaranteed by the exclusive use of its specialized staff in designing, 

manufacturing and servicing of the entire product range. Designing 

machines which are competitive in performance, never losing sight 

of the reliability of each single detail is the industrial philosophy that 

SIMEC applies in manufacturing all its products, from large plants to 

economical machines, achieving quality which has now become a true 

benchmark for the market
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USADI2 SRL

BOOTH 5G32

 Viale Monastir Km 10, 0, Sestu, Cagliari

 (+39) 07022166

 commerciale@usadi2.com

 www.usadi2.com

Manufacturer of diamond tools since 1987 in Italy. Our production is 

divided into two supply chains: the first, the historical one, of the stone 
sector, with a range of products for the extraction and transformation 

of natural stone. The second supply chain, the latest project launched 

following investments and collaborations, in the building sector, 

with a range of products covering all applications in the building 

and demolition sector. Today the company covers an area of 2200 

square meters, employs a dynamic and competitive staff and ensures 

adequate production solutions and constant assistance aimed at 

optimizing products for costs and returns.
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ARVEX ITALSTYLE

BOOTH 5J58

 Via Sterpettine 43, 61037, Mondolfo, Pesaro Urbino

 (+39) 0721959533

 massimo.manfredi@arvex.it

 www.arvexmosaic.com/

ARVEX is an Italian company specializing in mosaic, tile and stone. 

We develop our collections for interiors and exteriors with the aim 

of fi nding the perfect combination of competitive prices and high-
quality products, all in a unique style.

We cooperate with distributors and architects from all over the world, 

and also have a stock program stored in our Italian warehouse. Our 

team is focused on customer satisfaction and attention to detail, 

leading to strong business relationships worldwide.

Our newest collections:

The terrazzo collection, made of 45 colors for which we have slabs in 

stock that can be cut into tiles. 

Bianco di Ostuni and Pietra leccese limestones.

The outdoor collection, made of double-layer pavers and several 

Italian marbles suitable for outdoor application.
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ATLANTIDA ITALIA

BOOTH 5E38

 Via Massa Avenza 85, 61037, Carrara, Massa Carrara

 (+39) 058550288

 atlantidait@yahoo.it

 www.atlantidaitalia.it/

ATLANTIDA ITALIA is the first company that promotes and raises 
ANGOLAN MATERIAL to a prestigious raking in the granite world.

20 years of mining and developing as granite and marble to extract 

blocks from own quarries such as BROWN ANTIQUE,ANGOLA 

BLACK,BLUE MOON,BLUE MOON,BLUE IN THE NIGHT,MARRON 

COHIBA and the faboulous blue marble ATLANTIC BLUE.

Mining is constantly evolving and lately new materials have been 

mined as CRISTAL BLUE, LUNAR GREY marbles and CRISTAL WHITE.
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BARSIMARMI QUARRIES S.R.L.

BOOTH 5K41

 Via P.E.Barsanti 9, 55045, Pietrasanta, Lucca

 (+39) 05847943

 info@barsimarmi.com

 www.barsimarmi.com

Barsimarmi Quarries srl is a marble factory located in Carrara, Italy, and 

directly owns 5 marble quarries. In partnership with its counterpart, 

Italia High Quality srl, Barsimarmi Quarries srl has been operating in the 

marble sector for four generations. Its main materials are Arabescato 

Corchia, Statuario Apuano, Bianco Carrara, Calacatta, and Fantastico 

that it has been introduced as a new material in 2023. Barsimarmi 

Quarries supplies blocks, slabs, and cut-to-size pieces according to 

customer specifications. In recent years, Barsimarmi Quarries has been 
involved in constructing private residences and renowned buildings 

worldwide, thanks to the experience and professionalism of its team.
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BASALTINA SRL

BOOTH 5F36

 Via Andrea Sacchi 31, 00196, Roma, Roma

 (+39) 063338590

 info@basaltina.it

 www.basaltina.com

Basaltina S.r.l. is the exclusive quarry owner and worldwide supplier 

of Basaltina® natural stone for distribution and architectural projects. 

Founded in 1925, the company extract, selects, and crafts Basaltina® 

natural stone guaranteeing the highest quality standards. Thanks to 

its technical features, the stone can be used for interior walls and 

floors, exterior cladding, pavers, kitchen countertops, spas and all the 
most difficult applications. 

Our experience in the stone world will help you design a cost effective, 

functional and cutting- edge project.

You can find Basaltina® stone in the most prestigious museums (from 
the Louvre in Paris to the Metropolitan in New York), headquarters of 

banks and multinational companies, up to the most luxurious shops 

(from Celine boutiques to Dolce & Gabbana stores all over the world).
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BASALTITE G.B.

BOOTH 5J50

 Localita’ Polinarda Snc, 01023, Bolsena, Viterbo

 (+39) 0761798392

 basaltite@basaltite.it

 www.basaltite.it

G.B. Basaltite S.r.l. (set up in 2000 - Certified ISO 9001 / 14001+ OHSAS 
18001) is the only company extracting Basaltite® Natural Stone from 

its own quarry at Bolsena (Central Italy).

Basaltite® is a platinum-grey Lavastone with uniform tonality and 

excellent Technical characteristics, chosen worldwide by Architect 

Studios for Internal or External application.

Blocks are quarried from banks with diamond wire, the Maximum Slab’s 

Dimension is 320 x 200 cm. 

GB Basaltite S.r.l. factory, equipped with high technology brand new 

machines, is able to satisfy the most complex customer’s request.
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BAUCE BRUNO

BOOTH 5J48

 Viale Del Lavoro 13, 37010, Cavaion Veronese, Verona

 (+39) 045 6862420

 info@basaltina.it

 www.basaltina.com

Bauce Bruno & C. – Stone Skirting & Luxury Details 

Our focus is in skirtings, skirtings élite, tiles, moldings in marble and 

granite.

Every great project is based on an original creative idea – but it is the 

attention to detail that makes it unique and special. Bauce Bruno’s 

twenty years of experience in the stone and luxury industry have been 

transformed today into production expertise that is able to satisfy 

even the most discerning demands of designers, contractors and end 

customers.

We can profi le marble, granite and stone using custom-made grinding 
wheels to create personalised solutions that can meet all requirements.

Experience, competence, precision and punctuality are our strengths.
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COOPERATIVA OPERAI CAVATORI DEL 

BOTTICINO

BOOTH 5 E32

 Via Molini 41, 25082, Botticino, Brescia

 (+39) 3457096129

 andrea.acerboni@gmail.com

 www.cavatori-botticino.it

Since 1932, Cooperativa Operai Cavatori del Botticino is the leading 

company in the extraction and production of Botticino Classico marble. 

From the quarry to the cut to size the Cooperativa guarantees complete 

quality control throughout the entire production process.
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DEGEMAR CAVE  ROMAN TRAVERTINE

BOOTH 5 E35

 Via 2 Giugno 25, 00019, Tivoli, Roma

 (+39) 0774 283748

 amministrazione@degemar.com

 www.degemar.com/

DEGEMAR Group operates into the Roman Travertine District nearby 

Rome. We work in many Countries in the World supplying best Travertine 

for luxury private villas and public buildings such as banks, shopping 

malls, museums, government palaces, stadiums, theathers and so on. 

At the moment We are supplying Travertine for the new terminals of 

Riyadh airport.  The availability of few quarries with different qualities 

of Classico and Silver Travertine allows production in huge quantities of 

blocks, slabs and tiles according to specifications of the architectural 
projects. From one of our quarries came down Travertine used to build 

many of the most famous palaces and monuments in ancient Rome 

such as the San Peter Church in Vatican City and the Trevi Fountain and 

many others special works.
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DOMOS DESIGN

BOOTH 5 E39

 Via Domenico Da Lugo, 19, 37023, Grezzana, Verona

 (+39) 0458801029

 export@domosdesign.it

 www.domosdesign.it/

INSPIRED BY STONE. DRIVEN BY DESIGN.

Based in Verona Italy, in the heart of the Valpantena region, we are a 

true Italian reality.

The group carries out all phases of the production process directly, 

from the selection of the blocks to the finishing of each single piece. 

Domos Design develops and implements marble, natural stone, and 

agglomerates projects.

Domos supplies the distribution with tiles and mosaic too.
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ERREBI MARMI

BOOTH 5J54

 Via Brigate Partigiane 13, 54033, Carrara, Massa Carrara

 (+39) 0585776433

 amministrazione@rbmarmi.it

 www.rbmarmi.it/

Errebi Marmi srl sells the products of the company VF Marmi srl, which 

has been mining activities in the quarry 70 of Mount Bettogli in Carrara 

for 200 years, extracting: Statuario, Statuario Venato, Calacatta and 

Bardiglio.

Errebi Marmi srl supplies slabs, tiles and cut to size, from materials of 

our quarry and from all over the world.

Starting from 2023, Errebi Marmi srl has made a huge investment for 

the creation of a new warehouse, also equipped with a fully automated 

system for the resining and polishing of the slabs.
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ETON’S

BOOTH 5G30

 Via Verri 27, 46100, Mantova, Mantova

 (+39) 03761586186

 luca.verde@etons.it

  www.etonsurfaces.com 

Eton’s group- Etonsurfaces provide high-tech bio -based products, 

notably our Seamless line which includes Seamless Terrazzo®, 

Seamless EcoFlow™, and Seamless Trowel®. Our products are 

celebrated for being jointless, crack-resistant, highly customizable, and 

environmentally friendly. Eton’s offerings are suitable for a wide range 

of spaces, from private villas to high-traffic flooring, thanks to their easy 
and fast application, resistance to cracking, and the possibility for high 

customization including every color of the RAL and NCS color palettes.

Our  company supervises projects from inception to completion, 

working closely with installers, contractors, and architects to ensure 

high aesthetic impact and environmental respect, promoting eco-

sustainable products.
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GAMMASTONE

BOOTH 5D38

 Via Flaminia 148, 00068, Rignano Flaminio, Roma

 (+39) 07615051

 info@gammastone.com

 www.gammastone.com

Gammastone is a leader in the design and production of integrated 

panels for façade systems. Creativity and excellence are the qualities 

that distinguish us, stemming from our 50 years of experience in 

the sector and our tireless dedication to creating high-performance 

products. Our products are based on the use of patented and 

innovative technologies with fully automated robotic production within 

a 12,000 square meter manufacturing facility. Here, we handle every 

phase internally, right up to the final assembly of the panel in the cell. 
This approach ensures a complete, certified, and high-quality turnkey 
service. We begin with design, providing 360° assistance, and continue 

through production to on-site installation.
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GDA MARMI

BOOTH 5I49

 Via S. Colombano 12, 54100, Massa, Massa Carrara

 (+39) 0585834268

 info@gdamarmi.com

 www.gdamarmi.com

GDA MARMI is in the world of the stone industry since more than 50 

years, with its peculiar characteristics that are crucial for its growth 

and development, constant professionalism, the highest reliability at 

all levels of production, the technological innovation and continuous 

upgrading of the manufacturing techniques and exclusivity of their 

materials. 

GDA Marmi SRL owns “MADIELLE” quarry, that is one of the most 
important quarry for extension and  size. From the different sides of the 

quarry can be extracted: White Carrara Venato, White Carrara Venatino, 

Statuarietto, Arabescato M., Statuario M and Bardiglio. 

Thanks to the high result of chemical-physics features GDA material 

are suitable for great project and publics works.
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GHIRARDI STONE CONTRACTOR

BOOTH 5F35

 Via S. Croce 94, 25013, Carpenedolo, Brescia

 (+39) 0309966011

 sales@ghirardi.it

 www.ghirardi.it/

Ghirardi is Italy’s first and only stone contractor specialising in high-
profile natural stone projects.

Thanks to the integrated system of skills, professionalism and problem-

solving ability developed over the years (the company has been in 

business since 1938 and is led by the third generation of entrepreneurs), 

Marmi Ghirardi is able to create high-profile architectural and 
artistic projects in natural stone at every stage. In addition to design 

consultancy and executive planning, the company has developed the 

G1938 - Italian Stone Maestro brand, which interprets Italian style in 

terms of elegance and quality of materials and aims to position Ghirardi 

in the top-end, very high value luxury market.
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GIRASOLE PIETRE NATURALI

BOOTH 5K45

 Via Napoleone 65, 37015, Sant’Ambrogio Di Valpolicella, Verona

 (+39) 0456888400

 info@girasolepietre.it

 www.girasolepietre.it

Girasole Pietre Naturali Srl is a company sited in Verona, specialized 

in producing and selling Marble, Onyx, Travertine, Quartzite and 

Limestone. 

There are more than 250 types of natural stones in our range and new 

materials are continuously introduced. We select the blocks coming 

from different parts of the world and then we process them in our high 

technology production company Tecnopietre Srl, so that we can follow 

very closely every step of the productive process and we can guarantee 

high standards of quality.

We produce slabs in any thickness and any finish, cut-to-size, tiles and 
backlit panels. We are specialized in particular in the production of 

reduced thickness slabs and lightweight panels composed by marble in 

5/6/7/10 mm and 4 different special honeycomb support in aluminum.
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IMERCREA ITALY

BOOTH 5G39

 Zona Industriale, 73024, Maglie, Lecce

 (+39) 388/9064924

 matteo@imercrea.it

 www.imeritalia.it

IMERCREA stone line is an engineered  limestone, extracted directly 

from South Italy quarries.IMERCREA stone line is the perfect 

combination between the natural material's intrinsic beauty with the 

physical and mechanical properties of an engineered stone that only 

our cutting-edge technology can offer.

It is a line of stone products having a high-level and enhanced 

performance thanks to its:

-Low water absorption

-Homogeneous coloring and consistency

-Definable mechanical properties

Thanks to the high quality of our products, we are proud to have 

successfully provided government and royal project in all Gulf area.
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LAPIS URBE

BOOTH 5D31

 Via Primo Brega 12, 00011, Tivoli, Roma

 (+39) 0774705142

 info@lapisurbe.it

 www.lapisurbe.it/

LAPIS URBE was established in 2013 specialising in the extraction and 

processing of the renowned Roman travertine , sourced only from their 

own celebrated quarries of Tivoli and Guidonia, on Rome's doorstep in 

Italy.

In 2015, LAPIS URBE, owing to the quality of its travertines and the 

projects developed in collaboration with renowned architectural firms, 
consolidates its presence in the national market, while at the same time 

expanding the reach of international trading.

The expertise acquired since the company’s foundation, the unique 

knowledge of our craftsmen, and the cutting edge technological 

infrastructure, make Lapis Urbe able to effectively respond to the ever 

changing nature of the stone industry.
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LAVORAZIONE PORFIDO L.P.  

BOOTH 5 E30

 Via Roma, 81, 38041, Albiano, Trento

 (+39) 0461243399

 ff@stonegroup.it

 info@stonegroup.it

Our family company has been working Trentino porphyry with passion 

and enthusiasm since 1966.

Porphyry, a volcanic stone, considered to be prestigious even in 

ancient times, still amazes today with its versatility, beauty, and 

unique characteristics, which make it perfect for paving driveways, 

town & city pedestrian areas and landscaping projects.

Our Prima Porphyry, with which numerous projects have been realised 

in 25 countries around the world and which have gained appreciation 

and important awards, can be used with natural cleft surface and 

machined surface.

With its natural cleft surface, its anti-slip characteristics, its colour 

nuances it can emphasize the beauty, add value, meeting designers’ 

expectations.

This is porphyry, this is Prima porphyry.
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MARCOLINI MARMI 

BOOTH 5F38

 Loc Carrara Snc, 37023, Grezzana, Verona

 (+39) 045 8650150

 francesca@marcolini.it

 www.marcolinimarmi.com

Historical company well known for its knowledge, professionalism 

and passion.

Production Made in Italy with finest collection of Marble, Granite, 
Quartzite, Onyx, Travertine, Limestone.

An astonishing collection available in slabs, tiles, cut-to-sizes with 

multiple choices for hospitality and residential solutions. 
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MARGRAF

BOOTH 5H33

 Via Marmi 3, 36072, Chiampo, Vicenza

 (+39) 0444475900

 ed.ferin@margraf.it

 www.margraf.it

The history of Margraf began in 1906 in the province of Vicenza, 

in Chiampo, and is characterized by a strong attention to research 

and technological innovation and, above all, by close collaboration 

with prestigious international architects. Today, after more than 100 

years, the Company rightfully ranks among the global leaders in the 

sector. In addition to its own quarries located in Italy and Slovenia, 

Margraf imports from many countries offering a vast range of fi ne 
materials and excellent products for construction and architecture: 

from internal cladding to external facades, up to furnishings, from the 

bathroom to the kitchen.
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MARINI MARMI SRL - OWN QUARRY 

CEPPO DI GRE’® AND NUVOLATO DI GRE’

BOOTH 5H48

 Via Gre’ 1, 24063, Castro, Bergamo

 (+39) 035980033

 giulio@marinimarmi.com

 www.marinimarmi.com

Marini Marmi was founded in 1897 by Giuseppe Marini. Headquarter, 

factory, “Ceppo di Gré”and “Nuvolato di Gré” quarry is located in Castro 
on Lake Iseo. Since 1993 the cultivation is run underground. 

In the past few years, we have received important international 

architectural awards, including “World Building of the year 2008” for 
Bocconi University, a project By the Grafton Architects.

We extract and process two exclusive natural stones, Ceppo di Gré® 

and Nuvolato di Gré. Ceppo di Gré is employed for interior and exterior 

project. It can be used for interior, exterior, urban design and interior 

design. Nuvolato di Gré used for interior design, is a veined and 

brecciated marble, with a very fine gray grain in light and dark shades 
with white calcite veining.
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MARMERIA ITALIANA 

BOOTH 5K31

 Via Passo Della Volpe,110, 54033, Carrara, Massa Carrara

 (+39) 0585856501

 g.madrigali@marmeriaitaliana.com 

 d.sitti@marmeriaitaliana.com

 e.palladini@marmeriaitaliana.com

 marmeriaitaliana.com/

Marmeria Italiana is today the point of reference for the selection and 

supply of blocks, slabs and processed marble or natural stone, useful 

for the implementation of medium and large projects.

Our vision is focused on the constant search for high quality 

raw materials, together with precise, hand-crafted and highly 

technological work. Marmeria Italiana: more than thirty-five years of 
experience selecting, choosing, and transforming marble and natural 

stone would be nothing without the heart that animates our passion 

for craftsmanship and well-made products.

We are a group of marble professionals whose work concept is to put 

the most precious element in the world at the center of every project, 

always: the beauty of natural stone.
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MARMI COLOMBARE 

BOOTH 5K51

 Via Del Marmo 794, 37020, Dolce’, Verona

 (+39) 0457731328

 matteo@colombare.it

 www.colombare.it

Marbles Colombare,a company with over 40 years experience,works 

with passion and consistency in the workmanship of marble,renewing 

artisan traditions to adapt with modern industrial production.

Today Marbles Colombare offers to its customers an ample range 

of materials,in the most popular sizes and assures a high-quality 

product an an excellent selection.

A team of experts accompanies the customer in his choice of the 

materials and in the development of the project,always recommending 

the best,in order to fi nd the right balance between design and 
functionality.

Marmi Colombare....naturalmente marmo.
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MEDITERRANEA MARMI 

BOOTH 5J44

 Piazza Nazioni Unite 15, 54033, Carrara, Massa Carrara

 (+39) 3391250707

 mediterraneamarmi@gmail.com

 www.italianmarblehouse.it/

Our company is located in the hearth of the natural stone industry, 

CARRARA ITALY.

Since 2001, we have been finding the best solutions for the stone, 
Marble and Granite, using the best tecnology for efficent cooperation 
to meet all your requirements.

We can speak Italian English and Arabic.

Anas B. +39 339 1250707
mediterraneamarmi@gmail.com
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MEDITERRANEAN STONE

BOOTH 5I30

 Via Provinciale 127, 55045, Pietrasanta, Lucca

 (+39) 0584 283186

 alessandro@medstone.it

 www.medstone.it

Since 2001 Mediterranean Stone is a point of reference of French 

Marbles, Lime-stones and Stones. Worldwide projects have been 

realized with the same philosophy; quality first. Our company is 
touching a wide number of important markets like USA, Europe, China 

and the Emirates. Unique materials, like the Blue Savoy®, added to the 

best Italian manufacture deliver excellence.
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MGI GROUP

BOOTH 5I33

 Via Aurelia Ovest 271, 54100, Massa, Massa Carrara

 (+39) 0585 605816

 l.frediani@marmiegraniti.it

 www.marmiegraniti.it

MGI is an Italian Group leader in the international stone industry for 

over 75 years. A long history that led MGI to be qualified as a solid 
entrepreneurial reality specialized in the worldwide supply of the best 

materials for high-end interior design projects. The development of 

advanced technologies and the constant aesthetic research together 

with the passion for artisan tradition are the essence of global 

expansion. MGI Group performs all phases of marble processing, from 

the extraction to the finished product, according to the ISO protocols 
and with a careful eye toward the environmental impact. Marbles 

extracted in the owned quarries: Statuario Caldia® Calacatta Caldia® 

Cal’dor® Bianco Carrara Lapys Grey® Perlato Sicilia Cofano® Riviera 

Beige® Botticino Classico® Verde Issorie®.
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NIKOLAUS BAGNARA 

BOOTH 5I35

 Strada Madonna Del Riposo 34, 39057, Appiano Sulla Strada Del 

Vino, Bolzano

 (+39) 0471670743

 niko@bagnara.net

 www.bagnara.net

Nikolaus Bagnara is a family-run business, a global leader in the 

production, distribution and processing of over 950 top-quality natural 

stones from all over the world, and a serious and reliable partner able 

to support every customer at every stage of their work when choosing 

natural stone.
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PODIUM TRADING MARMI E GRANITI

BOOTH 5D32

 Viale Xx Settembre, 158, 54033, Carrara, Massa Carrara

 (+39) 0585-634803

 fabiopodio63@gmail.com

 www.podiumtrading.com

P.O.D.I.U.M. TRADING is specialized in searching  processing and 

marketing best stones from all over the world, specifi cally WHITE 
MATERIALS from CARRARA AREA such as Statuario, Calacatta 

and Arabescato, thanks to many years of experience and many 

collaborations from quarries extraction to process slabs.
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ROGIMA MARMI 

BOOTH 5H30

 Via Maremmana Inf. Km. 1.900, 00019, Tivoli, Roma

 (+39) 0774534433

 info@rogimamarmi.com

 www.rogimamarmi.com

The Frediani family started operating since the thirties, with 

grandfather Ernesto, in stone field. 

In the nineties brothers Gilberto and Mauro took over the laboratory 

in Tivoli, using latest generation machinery and skilled workers, 

succeeded in increasing and improving family business. 

Activity is carried on inside two laboratories, one for stone slabs 

working, as hammering, sandblasting, polishing, smoothing, brushing, 

cement or putty or resins both transparent and coloured grouting, 

on one’s own account as well as for the account of a third part, and 

the second one for production of finished products: floors, coatings, 
thresholds, covers, bathroom tops or kitchen floors, solid works, 
engravings, inlays, frames.

We commercializes blocks and slabs of any kind of stone material.
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STILARTE

BOOTH 5K55

 Via Moncenisio 9, 41049, Sassuolo, Modena

 (+39) 0536812835

 info@stilarte.org

 www.stilarte.org

Stilarte Srl is an Italian company based in Sassuolo, one of the most 

strategic logistic areas in Northern Italy, right in the middle of the 

Ceramic District and very close to Verona and Carrara. We have been 

exporting Italian excellence all over the world for over 20 years. Our 

stunning range of natural stones comes from the most famous query 

in Italy, especially Calacatta Gold, Bianco Carrara extra selection, 

Arabescato, and Bardiglio. Besides those, we also process different 

natural stones from all over the world; like Blue de Savoie, Azul 

Macauba, Nero Marquina, Dark Emperador, Verde Guatemala, Thala 

Grey, and many others. We offer a wide range of tiles and mosaics, 

from the ancient look to the more fashionable trends.Always eager to 

find new charming materials, colors, combinations, and cool finishings.
Despite that, we never compromise our high-quality standards. Over 

the years we became experts in combining all those factors to help 

you realize your ideas; starting from a simple sketch we develop a 

production program suited to your custom requests and make it real.
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STILMARMO

BOOTH 5J30

 Via Thaon De Revel, 34, 71011, Apricena, Foggia

 (+39) 0882645452

 importexport2@stilmarmo.it

 www.stilmarmo.it

Founded in 1990, Stilmarmo is a leading company in the extraction, production 

and commercialization of Apricena Stone, also known as Trani Stone. Stilmarmo 

is made up of its own quarries and two factories covering a 40,000 m2 area. 

Apricena Stone includes four main groups of materials: Serpeggiante, Fiorito, 

Bronzetto and Biancone. Traditionally vein cut, Serpeggiante marble reveals 

its characteristic veins and its beige colour, that make its texture so similar to 

wood that it is also known as wooden marble and has been used in most  famous 

projects: for the construction of Mosques, Apple Store in all world and boutique 

of famous brand such as the Massimo Dutti in all world and most prestige hotels 

(Jabal Omar Hyatt Regengy Makkah in Mekkah and Hotel Dusit Thani in Doha). 

Fiorito and Bronzetto are characterized by a colour range going from the light 

to dark beige tones, and patterns changing according to the different types, 

presenting in some cases pinkish veins, in other types cloudy patterns. All of our 

materials are suitable for both internal and for exterior applications. Stilmarmo 

is able to supply blocks, slabs, tiles, fi nished products and cut to size in all the 

available fi nishes.
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STOCCHERO ATTILIO & C. 

BOOTH 5G38

 Vle Dell’Industria 84, 37020, Dolce’, Verona

 (+39) 0457731900

 riccardo@stoccheroattilio.it

 www.stoccheroattilio.it

Stocchero Attilio e C. S.R.L. has been a well-established company as 

slabs manufacturer in the Italian marble industry, with the purpose to 

continue to invest in researching innovative processes. The company 

was born in 1983 by the founder Stocchero Attilio. From that moment 

begins the gradual and continuous growth of the company. In the 2000s, 

the North European, German and United States markets expanded 

making necessary to invest in new machinery and equipment. In 

just two years, from 2015 to 2017, the dream of building two salons 

dedicated entirely to the display of slabs is realized, bringing to light 

STONE LIVE 1 and STONE LIVE 2, spaces where the customer can 

admire all the products. In recent years the company has pioneered 

investments in Industry 4.0 with innovative machinery which allow it to 

process about 1,100,000 MQ of slabs annually and effectively satisfy 

an increasingly demanding market.
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SYNERGY NATURAL STONE

BOOTH 5D30

 Viale Domenico Zaccagna, 6, 54033, Carrara, Massa Carrara

 (+39) 3475697756

 synergystonesrl@gmail.com

 snstone.com

SYNERGY STONE is specialized from quarries extraction to process 

slabs in Italy with the opportunity to ensure quality, reliability and 

customer satisfaction. Our business is to offer our customers MOST 

EXOTIC NATURAL STONES, such as ONYX and SODALITE, for their 

residential and commercial projects.
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TRE EMME IMPORT-EXPORT SRL

BOOTH 5I39

 Showroom Via Dorsale 15, 54100, Massa, Massa

 (+39) 0585/248553

 treemme@treemmesrl.eu

 www.landimarble.com

"Landi Group, located in the southern Carrara area, was founded in 

1947. Our aim of exporting Italian marbles exclusively known from 

the Carrara mining area such as Calacatta, Statuario, White Carrara, 

Bardiglio, as well as Spanish and North African marbles and many 

other marble and granites from all over the world has become not 

only our priority, but our passion. There’s a lot of work behind beauty. 

Our family (Landi’s family) has a rooted tradition in the marble 

business since the beginning of past century when the first quarry 
opened in 1904. 
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WHITE MARBLE COMPANY BY 

AMBIENTI

BOOTH 5K59

 Via del Lavoro, 16, 41051, Castelnuovo, Modena

 (+39) 0599613865

 info@whitemarblecompany.com

 www.ambienti.net

WhiteMarbleCompany.com is a carefully curated selection of the best 

companies in the marble industry, chosen by AMBIENTI srl. Based 

in Modena, Italy, between Verona and Carrara, renowned for their 

expertise in marble processing, we provide a wide range of materials, 

including both NATURAL and ARTIFICIAL options, known for their 

superior quality and unique characteristics. Our mission is to make 

a diverse selection of products accessible to customers, including 

slabs, tiles, mosaics and custom works, tailored to meet the unique 

needs of each project.
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ZAGROSS MARMI SRL

BOOTH 5G33

 Via Argine Destro Carrione 7, 54033, Carrara, Massa Carrara

 (+39) 0932929028

 martina@zagrossmarmi.com

 zagrossmarmi.com/

Zagross Marmi is a 20yo Italian company specialised in the production 

and export of white marbles. Our two branches are located in Carrara, 

Tuscany and in Comiso, Sicily. Thanks to our strong partnerships 

with the most important quarries, we manage to obtain quality and 

competitive prices. We are dealing with all types of white marbles 

coming from the Carrara/Versilia district such as Statuario, Calacatta, 

Statuarietto, Arabescato, White Carrara, and other coloured materials 

like Calacatta Viola, Calacatta Monet, Paonazzo, Bardiglio.
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